We extend the Diffusion Monte Carlo technique to finite temperatures to study the temperature dependent frequency shifts for m=2 mode in a dilute gas of Rb 87 . Our nonperturbative and fully quantum mechanical treatment shows an excellent agreement with the JILA data all the way up to T = 0.9T c whereas most of the previous mean field type calculations had shown agreement with the experimental data only up to T = 0.6T c .
Review of previous work
After the experimental realization of Bose Einstein Condensation in alkali vapors in 1995 [1] , and subsequent experiments pertinent to temperature dependence of frequencies and damping rate [2] , there have been a lot of theoretical studies [3] [4] [5] [6] to explain the experimental observations in connection with temperature dependent frequency shifts corresponding to diffrentangular momenta, m=0 and m=2 modes in particular [2] . Results have been reported in which theoretical data agreed well with experimental values for m=0 mode showing an upward trend of frequencies with rise in temperature [4, 6] . But in all cases agreement is rather poor when it comes to m=2 mode where there is an agreement till T = 0.6T c beyond which frequencies rise with increase in temperature deviating from the downward trend of experimental data. The dynamics of BEC is yet to be explored. The dynamical behavior of dilute alkali BECs at T=0 can be well described by Gross-Pitaevski eqn(GPE) [7] . 
where g = 4πh 2 a m .
But it seems to be inadequete at finite temperatures. The other mean field theories which have been used so far, are based on HF and HFB-Popov equations [8] and break down near T c . In these approaches, when contact interaction potential is used, its effective single particle spectrum always displays a gap. Initially, Huchinson et al [3] studied the temperature dependence of condensate and noncondensate of a Bose gas confined in a parabolic trap.
They used Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov ( HFB ) theory with Popov approximation. Bose field operator can be decomposed asψ( r) = Φ( r) +ψ( r) and the condensate wavefunction Φ( r) satisfies the generalized Gross-Pitaevski equation [9] {− ∆ 2m + V ext ( r) + g[n c ( r) + 2ñ( r)]Φ( r) = µΦ( r)
Within the Popov approximation the anamolous averagẽ m( r) ≡<ψ( r)ψ( r) > was neglected . Later in 1998, they came up with a gapless mean field theory [5] which shows an excllent agreement with JILA data for m=2 mode, but differs for m=0 mode. In this theory the anamolous average was included and the collective excitations are given by coupled HFB equationsL
whereL
and u i and v i are the amplitudes and E i are the exciattion energies. Also condensate density is defined by
is the excited state population density. Inclusion of 'anamolous average' makes the theory more complete, but it becomes divergent if bare contact interaction, gδ( r) is used and also leads to an unphysical gap. By renomalizing 'm' and redefining 'g', as g −→ g{1 +m
} a self consistent gapless non-divergent theory was developed and a closed set of coupled equations were solved numerically. Analytic expressions [6] for temperature dependent frequencies were obtained for m=0 and m=2 by including the contribution of thermal component in the Lagrangian of the condensate of a Bose gas and extending the time dependent variational technique from zero to finite temperatures as follows :
Most of the mean field theories and analytical theory discussed above break down near T c . The total density of the atoms is related to BEC density and normal component as follows :
The first term is the BEC density and the second term is the normal component. At T=0 the normal component = 0 in the interacting case and is referred to as 'quantum depletion'. At finite temperature, thermal atoms also contribute to the normal component. Since mean field wavefunctions do not account forthe normal component, it gives accurate energy spectrum if depletion is small [10] . Near T c , the quantum depletion becomes significant and mean field treatment breaks down. Eventhough Ref [5] has the best agreement with JILA data till date, solving coupled partial differential equations numerically is not an easy task. The chief purpose of this paper is to go beyond field theory with a comparatively simpler numerical procedure which would work at all temperatures. We propose to explore finite temperature aspect of BEC by quantum nonperturbative technique, namely
Generalized Feynman-Kac (GFK) [11] procedure. Numerical work with bare Feynman-Kac procedure employing modern computers was reported [12] for the first time for few electron systems after forty years of original work [13] and seemed to be real useful for calculating atomic ground states [14] . Later on importance sampling [15] would like to report a diffusion Monte Carlo study of the frequency shifts of m=2 mode in a dilute gas of Rb 87 . Our m=0 study is in progress. In our non mean field study, we see agreement with experimental study all the way to T = 0.9T c [ Fig. 10 ]. The method is extremely easy to implement and our fortran code at this point consists of about 270 lines In the future, we plan to make our algorithn parallel to be able to work on bigger systems ( of the order of 2000 atoms ). This work is also in progress. The other remarkable
Monte Carlo calculations [16, 17] deal with condensation fraction and ground state properties and do not address the issue of temperature dependence of frequencies.
Fundamentals of BEC :
Even though the phase of Rb vapors at T=0 is certainly solid, Bose condensates are preferred in the gasous form over the liquids and solids because at those higher densities interactions are complicated and hard to deal with on an elementary level. They are kept metastable by maintaining a very low density. Only spin polarized hydrogen would remain gaseous at T=0. According to the theory of corresponding states [18] , η for only spin polarized hydrogen (which is related to the ratio of zero point energy and molecular binding energy ) exceeds the critical value 0.48, the dominant zero point motion can sustain the gaseous form at T=0. But for alkaki vapors, η ranges between 10 −5 and 10 −3 . Since η << 0.48 for the T=0 state of alkali metals, the molecular binding energy dominates over the zero point motion and they condense to solid phase. But again the life time of a gas is limited by three body recombination rate which is proportional to the sqaure of the atomic density. It gets suppressed at low density. For magnetically trapped atoms dipolar relaxation being an additional loss process, hydrogen and alkali vapors have comparable rate coefficient and both can be metastable depending on their densities and lifetimes. So keeping the density low only two body collisions are allowed as a result of which dilute gas approximation [17] still holds for condensates which tantamounts to saying na 3 << 1 (a is the scattering length of s wave).Now defining n = N/V = r −3
av as a mean distance between the atoms ( definition valid for any temperature ), the dilute gas condition reads as a << r a v and zero point energy dominates (dilute limit).
In the dense limit, for a ≈ r av on the other hand the interatomic potential dominates. The gas phase is accomplished by reducing the material density through evaporative cooling.
Dilute limit
In the dilute limit and at very low energy only binary collisions are possible and no three body recombination is allowed. In such two body scattering at low energy first order Born approximation is applicable and the interaction strength 'D' can be related to the single tunable parameter of this problem, the s-wave scattering length 'a' through the relation given below. This single parameter can specify the interaction completely without the detail of the potential in the case of pseudopotentials. We use Morse potential because it has a more realistic feature of having repulsive core at r ij = 0 than other model potentials. In our case the interaction strength depends on two more additional parameters, r 0 and α.
The Morse potential for dimer of rubidium can be defined as
Using the above potential
The Hamiltonian for Rb gas with an asymmetric trapping potential and
Morse type mutual interaction can be written as
The above Hamiltonian can be rescaled by substituting r ′ = s r and E = E 0 U as 
With
, the above eqn becomes,
Now for α = .35 and r 0 = 11.65 (both in oscillator unit) [19] . We have checked that for these choice of parameters, Morse solution is extremely good. a = 52 × 10 −10 , s = .12 × 10 −5 , the interaction strength γ is given by γ = 4 aα 
For mean field calculation the value of interaction strength was taken to be 4.33 × 10 −3 . For this problem we are interested in the limit γ << 1 .
The case γ >> 1 is usually known as the Thomas Fermi limit. For γ = 2.92 × 10 −7 , the eigenvalue equation reduces to a minimally perturbed system of d dimensional anisotropic oscillator where d = 3N and N is the number of particles. The whole concept of bound states of Morse dimers is very outside the range of this limit, so the nonexistence of two-body bound states is ensured by choosing the above parameters. Even though γ << 1, we solve the eigenvalue eqn nonperturbatively with Generalized Feynman-Kac procedure described below.
1.Path integral Theory at T=0
For the Hamiltonian H = −∆/2 + V (x) consider the initial value problem
with x ∈ R d and u(0, x) = 1.The solution of the above equation can be written in Feynman-Kac representation as
where X(t) is a Brownian motion trajectory and E is the average value of the exponential term with respect to these trajectories. The lowest energy eigenvalue for a given symmetry can be obtained from the large deviation priniciple of Donsker and Varadhan [20] ,
In dimensions higher than 2, the trajectory x(t) escapes to infinity with probability 1 [15] . As a result, the important regions of the potential are sampled less and less frequently and the above equation converges slowly.
To formulate the generalized Feynman-Kac method we first rewrite the Hamiltonian as H = H 0 + V p , where
Here ψ T is a twice differentiable nonnegative reference function and Hψ T = λ T ψ T . The expression for the energy can now be written as
where Y(t) is the diffusion process which solves the stochastic differential equation
The presence of both drift and diffusion terms in this expression enables the trajectory Y(t) to be highly localized. As a result, the important regions of the potential are frequently sampled and Eq (14) converges rapidly. This becomes obvious when we consider the eqs [21] − ∂k(2, 1)
and
and compare
For Zero temp FK we had to extrapolate to t ⇒ ∞. For finite run time t in the simulation, we have finite temparature results. In this section we show how we change our formalism to go from zero to finite temparature. We begin with the definition of finite temparature. A particular temparature 'T' is said to be finite if ∆E < kT holds. The temperature dependent density matrix can be written in the following form
The partition function can be recovered from the above as follows:
In the usual notation, the above equation reads as
At finite temperature thus free energy can be written as
Choice of quantum numbers :
In cylindrical coordinates m=2 mode is an uncoupled one and there are two coupled modes for m=0 mode [ 22 ] . Since we are interested in the m=2 mode, we choose to work in the cylindrical coordinates. Let us consider the
where
is the anisotropic trap potential and λ = ωz ω 0 is the anisotropy factor. The above Hamiltonian is not separable in spherical polar coordinates because of the anisotropy. The noninteracting part can be written in cylindrical cordinates and can be writtem as follows :
The energy 'E' of the above equation can be calculated exactly which is
In our guided random walk we use the noninteracting solution of Schoroedinger equation as the trial function as follows [23] : Finite temperature Excitations : Assumptions :
We assume that the condensate oscillates in a static thermal cloud. There are no interactions between the condensate and the thermal cloud. The principal effect of finite temperature on the excitations is the depletion of condensate atoms. We want to calculate the collective excitations of Bose Einstein condensates corresponding to JILA top experiment ( m=2 modes ).
Condensation fraction and Critical temperature :
In the noninteracting case for a harmonic type external force the theoretical prediction for condensation fraction is
Critical temperature can be defined as [26] . But MIT group studied the temperature dependence in the Thomas Fermi limit. Since we are dealing with a very small number of atoms, it will be more worthwhile and legitimate to compare our results with JILA data and we are not reporting these results in this paper. As a matter of fact, we agree with ref [5] that as m=0 happens to be a coupled mode, we need to consider the dynamics of thermal cloud to obtain a satisfactory agreemenent with the experimental data. We employ an algorithm which is essentially parallel in nature so that eventually we can parallelize our code and calculate thermodynamic properties of bigger systems taking advantage of new computer architechtures. We will report these elsewhere. We are continuing on this problem and hope that this technique will inspire others to do similar calculations.
